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Q7 What (if anything) would you like to ask of your local City leaders to
help you sustain your business at this time?

Answered: 84 Skipped: 32
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 How long do you close the main street on the weekends? 8/14/2020 12:29 PM

2 Ensuring that everyone use protective equipments to keep each other safe. Helping those in
need access to those equipments for immediate use, such ad, masks, sanitizers.

8/14/2020 12:02 PM

3 What is the city doing to enforce guidelines to keep people safe and keep a level playing field
among businesses?

8/14/2020 10:47 AM

4 Street closure is great, looking into parklets, and a citywide plan for dealing with winter. 8/13/2020 5:43 PM

5 Keep the town clean, flower program, promote and better signage for walkable Main Street,
more garbage receptacles, signage pointing out free parking areas

8/13/2020 5:01 PM

6 I want to keep running 8/13/2020 3:44 PM

7 N/A 8/13/2020 3:34 PM

8 info on grants. 8/13/2020 3:26 PM

9 Applying pressure to save the USPO as the slow-down negatively impacts so much, including
my getting books to distributors and customers as well as being paid.

8/13/2020 2:33 PM

10 Please keep pedestrian friendly Main Street for the entire month of September. Extended Main
Street closure to vehicle traffic on Fridays.

8/13/2020 1:12 PM

11 Talking to landlords to convince them to reduce rent, our landlord refuses to lower it. 8/13/2020 8:43 AM

12 Please consider stopping the pedestrian friendly weekends. I know it helps restaurants but
they were also allowed to be open during the time the rest of us were forced to close. We need
the weekend revenue and it makes it difficult for our customers to get to our business. We are
not able to accommodate people walking in off the streets and we temp check everyone so
there is no benefit to us and we get people entering asking to use our restroom

8/13/2020 8:12 AM

13 Make business in downtown Edmonds a level playing field instead of only helping the
businesses between 3rd and 6th streets. Get rid of the ED group.

8/12/2020 10:27 PM

14 I feel it is irresponsible for ed to ask that my business, mental health therapist to participate
with for profit retail business.. paying $120 a year for something that does not benefit me ,
especially at this time seems totally unproductive.

8/12/2020 8:50 PM

15 Unfortunately, my massage therapy practice will remain closed unless transmission
dramatically slows.

8/12/2020 3:30 PM

16 Consider any actions and look at potential collateral damage. Get business going again! 8/12/2020 3:09 PM

17 Business listing resources and advertising locations. Do you ever interview local businesses
that support their communities? That could be a thing... a small business feature that gets
people interested in the person behind the business. Edmonds is special that way that it’s got
a lot of individuals behind the small business instead if companies.

8/12/2020 9:42 AM

18 Keep small businesses engaged with each other just as your guys are doing now, keep up the
good work!

8/12/2020 8:57 AM

19 N 8/12/2020 7:10 AM

20 Please allow outdoor dining, like the walkable main street idea but something year round.
Maybe 2 parking spots in front of my business can be used for 2-3 tables.

8/11/2020 10:47 PM

21 Grants for those of us who could not financially recover. 8/11/2020 8:34 PM

22 Promote our town 8/11/2020 8:23 PM

23 End shutdown of Main Street. It has created a dead zone in between 4th & 5th avenue on
Saturdays. This is where I am located.

8/11/2020 6:07 PM

24 shop local 8/11/2020 2:50 PM

25 More permanent outdoor dining options 8/11/2020 11:31 AM

26 Again, I would like to see some communication and not only in a negative way of passing out 8/11/2020 11:28 AM
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pamphlets of what business owners are doing "wrong" and what are Covid requirements (that
has been the ONLY information from the city). Every retailer is adhering to the safety
requirements and knows the standards! There has been no suggestions or effort made to talk
or collaborate with retailers, only restaurants. We are all in this together, the success of our
downtown greatly reflects on the success of the city. Maybe it would be nice to see the Mayor,
some of the city council, or city directors talking directly to business owners. Even emails are
not answered, which shows a lack of empathy or caring. Maybe it would be nice to see some
marketing for shopping in Edmonds.... Lets collaborate and communicate and avoid unilateral
decisions.

27 More grants available, reduce fees for the BID, a campaign to reach out to landlords to reduce
rent for effected businesses or supplemental rent grants.

8/11/2020 10:41 AM

28 More advertising for the merchants 8/11/2020 8:58 AM

29 Finding solutions that will help business in all of Edmonds not just downtown core. 8/11/2020 6:50 AM

30 Continue the plaza efforts on weekends!! 8/10/2020 11:43 PM

31 Walkable Main St has been a big help! Anything that allows us additional outdoor seating
would be helpful as we believe outdoor dining is inherently safer right now. Extending the
timeframe for Walkable Main, allowing easements, parklets, etc. would all help us. Also any
sort of signage encouraging mask wearing is always appreciated.

8/10/2020 8:10 PM

32 Please keep 5th Ave North opened after farmer's market, and all day Sunday. 8/10/2020 7:35 PM

33 I'd like them to think about what other local cities are doing to encourage pedestrian growth.
Let's move forward with an innovative approach to growth. LCB sidewalk decals, make it a
more pedestrian accessible town. We also like to see enforcement of social distancing. There
are bars in this town creating hotspots that endanger us all & no one is addressing it.

8/10/2020 7:11 PM

34 The closing of the streets for restaurant and retailers are very helpfull during this time ,but
worried about fall and winter

8/10/2020 6:02 PM

35 OPEN MAINSTREET!!! Close it in the evening...you close it at 10 am?! Who's idea was
that???!! YOU are causing greater hardship at this time with absolute pretense that you care
about this City or it's business!! So WRONG!

8/10/2020 5:23 PM

36 In the event the landlord is not providing rent relief, I would like to see the City leaders (and
state) cut to zero, any fees that is charged by the city, i.e. business licensing fees, Ed!
membership, even Liquor Licensing fees. Businesses have to be helped to survive to continue
for the long road ahead. Bankruptcy and deserted buildings and stores are not good for the
owners or the city image.

8/10/2020 5:13 PM

37 Keep promoting a safe retail environment on media 8/10/2020 4:41 PM

38 Break / discount on taxes .. and fees. Ed etc 8/10/2020 4:40 PM

39 One of our challenges that has made us move to appointment only is the aggressive behavior
or those who do not want to wear a mask. Not sure how it can be addressed but it has been a
problem and made us not feel safe being open to the general public. Also rent is high
considering how slow things are and probably will be for the foreseeable future. We have gotten
creative with online sales but these are our two biggest issues.

8/10/2020 4:39 PM

40 Emphasize the power of shopping in the local community for goods and services. 8/10/2020 4:21 PM

41 I think you are doing the best you can. 8/10/2020 4:14 PM

42 Even just some vocal support from leadership that they 'see' and understand our challenges.
Some language about 'we'll get through this, or we have your back' would go a long way
towards the stamina it is going to take to make it through this.

8/10/2020 4:11 PM

43 Nothing needed 8/10/2020 4:08 PM

44 Please keep the streets closed as I believe it is helping a great deal of businesses. 8/10/2020 4:02 PM

45 Let's work together to bring customers safely back to Edmonds for retail, restaurant and
service. Use all of us (like in this survey) for best practices and ideas to share.

8/10/2020 3:57 PM

46 The support we have been getting has been great. Keeping everyone informed and continue to
push for support for local small business owners

8/10/2020 3:53 PM
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47 We feel confident that recovery will be possible and our business will thrive again, as long as
conditions continue to improve. A shift back to Phase 1 or even a modified version of Phase 1
would be difficult, but probably survivable, if brief. Another complete shut down / closure would
be devastating. It is critical to avoid a surge or spike in cases that will cause the community to
backslide. Please continue to reach out the community and consumers to be safe, observe
social distancing, wear protective masks, and to support local businesses. We are grateful for
the support that we have received as a local creative business. Thank you.

8/10/2020 3:36 PM

48 Financial support 8/10/2020 2:55 PM

49 Please do not make unilateral decisions which affect us financially without bothering to ask us
for our input. Very high-handed and unfriendly.

8/10/2020 1:09 PM

50 Please open 5th Ave N after the Summer Market on Saturdays and on Sundays as well. 8/10/2020 12:37 PM

51 Make it more about retail rather than just restaurants. Retail doesn't seem to be a factor. Yet
retailers have to invest big $$ in inventory to maintain their business. And if we have to close
during the holidays, you will see huge bankruptcies. The holidays are a make or break for the
year. All focus seems to be in restaurants and we appreciate that, no considerations .ideas or
changes have been a focus for the city in regards to retail. Lose your retailers lose your
downtown

8/10/2020 12:36 PM

52 Stop shutting down the streets. Look at what bellevue is doing on their main Street.
Compromise between. Merchants and restaurants.

8/10/2020 11:13 AM

53 If the City could help invest in creating a testing center. I think it would be exciting if the City
partnered with a local provider to offer testing for people that are asymptomatic. Give priority to
local businesses and their employees and Edmonds' residents. Offer a (relatively) quick turn
around in results (within 24 hours would be ideal).

8/10/2020 11:08 AM

54 Sno-King Youth Club has been serving the Edmonds Community for 44 years. Over the years
we have provided the youth of Edmonds a place to learn and play the sports they love in a fun
and competitive environment. We need financial help to remain open. We are working hard on
soliciting money from donors, but any assistance and guidance would be greatly appreciated

8/10/2020 9:32 AM

55 More grants or loans, or both. 8/9/2020 5:40 PM

56 Communicate with Edmonds small businesses before changes are made. 8/8/2020 6:43 PM

57 How can you support us to sustain our businesses? 8/8/2020 1:35 PM

58 Need financial grant assistance to keep the business going. 8/8/2020 1:01 PM

59 Flowers, veggies and homemade food only - at Farmer's Market. 8/8/2020 9:27 AM

60 What is the best way to protect our employees and customers 8/7/2020 10:13 PM

61 Open communication, available masks for citizens, citywide posting of mask requirements 8/7/2020 7:15 PM

62 mortgage relief 8/7/2020 6:21 PM

63 Thank you 8/7/2020 5:56 PM

64 If the street closures will continue, are you seriously considering putting more resources
towards improving the quality, clarity and aesthetics of the barriers and signage?

8/7/2020 4:58 PM

65 A community site for businesses to share resources, announcements & offer each other our
services.

8/7/2020 4:52 PM

66 When the city of Edmonds decided to make a roundabout at 5-corners without the business
owners' consents, we lost more than half of our revenue for nearly a year, but there was no
compensation from the city. Now, if we do not receive any compensation for this coronavirus
outbreak, it would be really difficult for us to maintain our business. Every 160 business is
having a hard time, not just the first 90. Please consider paying all 160 business an equally
divided amount, not just the 90. I have been running City Dry Cleaners for nearly 20 years. I
have asked for help to 5 different resources for out business, but have received none. Please
help us.

8/7/2020 4:52 PM

67 This survey is late! Having resources earlier would have been great. 8/7/2020 4:51 PM
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68 All of our events have been canceled for this year. As soon as county fairs, festivals, corp.
events, parties and/or weddings are open again we can start to rebuild our business.

8/7/2020 4:28 PM

69 Holding companies that are not following guidelines ans restricting accountable as they are
endangering all our businesses.

8/7/2020 4:15 PM

70 At this time, I don't blame anyone for my loss of business. Its a sad situation. Reality is, it's a
pandemic and people are fearful.

8/7/2020 3:30 PM

71 Maybe if possible for outdoor seating for restaurant on highway 99 8/7/2020 3:30 PM

72 Continued opportunities for grant money to maintain overhead costs while not legally being
allowed to have my storefront open, and having to provide all services online. Leniency and
grace if some of our classes eventually need to be conducted outdoors.

8/7/2020 3:10 PM

73 I would like to see Main Street closed for pedestrians half days on the weekends. 8/7/2020 3:01 PM

74 I would love for emergency ordinances to be taken into effect which allows outdoor dining
space and tenting thereof.

8/7/2020 2:57 PM

75 Nothing, we have been lucky enough to receive a loan through the city. 8/7/2020 2:53 PM

76 Maintain or extend safe walk Hours . This will attract more people coming downtown. All safety
rules applied.

8/7/2020 2:46 PM

77 N/A 8/7/2020 2:36 PM

78 We have gotten some grants but the money runs out so quick. Our payroll accounts for about
80% of income and rent, utilities and expenses eat up the last little bit. We are holding on but
any help is appreciated. Getting updates from City Leaders is also appreciated. Thank you!

8/6/2020 7:56 AM

79 more communication and openness to participation by Business owners in decisions affecting
their geographical area of Edmonds.

8/5/2020 7:58 PM

80 I’ve been unsuccessful in obtaining any grants or loans because my business opened in
February 2020 & I did not have any employees. I’ve completed countless applications only to
be denied. It would be helpful to be provided a resource for grants/loans for capital for new
business.

8/5/2020 6:10 PM

81 More business grants. 8/5/2020 5:18 PM

82 Communicate again and again to citizens that wearing masks helps others. Half the people on
the streets are not wearing masks-especially young people.

8/5/2020 5:09 PM

83 We can't open due to the current guidelines/restrictions. We don't qualify for assistance due to
the newness of our business. How are we supposed to survive? Our hands are completely
tied.

8/5/2020 3:37 PM

84 Grants 8/5/2020 2:40 PM


